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PHYSICAL PROPERTIES

PACKAGING

Lock-N-Load Jr. #21 is a non-butyl degreaser formulated to quickly break up and 
dissolve fats, greases, and oils. This product can be used on all surfaces that are not 
harmed by water. Use in a foaming spray system, trigger sprayer, mop bucket, or 
high pressure sprayer.

This versatile degreaser was formulated to be used anywhere there is grease, fat, and 
oils. This product can be used in meat cutting rooms, processing plants, meat 
packing facilities, industrial plants, and any other facility where a non-butyl degreaser 
is desired.

Prevention: Wash hands and exposed skin thoroughly after handling. Wear protective 
gloves. Response: IF ON SKIN: Wash with plenty water. Specific treatment (see Section 
4 on the Safety Data Sheet) If skin irritation occurs: Get medical advice/attention. 
Take off contaminated clothing before reuse. IF IN EYES: Rinse cautiously with water 
for several minutes. Remove contact lenses if present and easy to do. Continue 
rinsing. If eye irritation persists: Get medical advice/attention.  

Dilutions:
Foaming Meat Room Cleaner: ½ to 2 oz per gallon of water
Regular Cleaning: 1 to 2 oz to 1 gallon of water.
H.D., Concrete Cleaning, Floor Cleaning: 4 oz to 1 gallon of water
Heavy Duty Kitchen Cleaning: 2 to 4 oz to 1 gallon of water
Food Processing Plants: 8 oz to 1 gallon water
Industrial Machinery: 8 oz to 1 gallon water

PRECAUTIONARY STATEMENTS

DIRECTIONS

ABOUT THIS PRODUCT

21

Appearance: Bright Green Liquid 

Specific Gravity: 1.01

Odor: Fresh

Ph (Conc.): 11-12

Flash Point: >212°F (100°C)

FOAMING DEGREASER

4X64 oz

To dispense the product, attach the LockNLoad Jr. dilution unit or adapter cap 
onto the Green insert in the opening of the bottle. The dispensing system is 
factory set to properly dilute the concentrate with water. For a water driven system, 
connect the system to a water line to dilute the product. 

LockNLoad Jr. products are designed to be used with a dilution system. Using the 
dispensing system will ensure that the concentrate is diluted correctly. The green 
insert in the opening of the container should never be removed. If the green insert 
has been removed, the contents of the container and the container should be 
properly disposed of.
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